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ABSTRACT
Given a set S of n points in IRd� a �t� ���approximate Voronoi
diagram �AVD� is a partition of space into constant complex�
ity cells� where each cell c is associated with t representative
points of S� such that for any point in c� one of the asso�
ciated representatives approximates the nearest neighbor to
within a factor of �� � ��� Like the Voronoi diagram� this
structure de�nes a spatial subdivision� It also has the de�
sirable properties of being easy to construct and providing
a simple and practical data structure for answering approx�
imate nearest neighbor queries� The goal is to minimize the
number and complexity of the cells in the AVD�
We assume that the dimension d is �xed� Given a real

parameter �� where � � � � ���� we show that it is possible
to construct a �t� ���AVD consisting of

O�n�
d��
� �

��d���
� log ��

cells for t 	 O��������d������� This yields a data structure
of O�n�d�� log �� space �including the space for representa�
tives� that can answer ��NN queries in time O�log�n�� �

�������d������� �Hidden constants may depend exponen�
tially on d� but do not depend on � or ���
In the case � 	 ���� we show that the additional log �

factor in space can be avoided� and so we have a data struc�
ture that answers ��approximate nearest neighbor queries in
time O�log�n���� with space O�n��d���� improving upon the
best known space bounds for this query time� In the case
� 	 �� we have a data structure that can answer approxi�
mate nearest neighbor queries in O�log n� ����d������ time
using optimal O�n� space� This dramatically improves the
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previous best space bound for this query time by a factor of
O�����d�������
We also provide lower bounds on the worst�case num�

ber of cells assuming that cells are axis�aligned rectangles
of bounded aspect ratio� In the important extreme cases
� � f�� ���g� our lower bounds match our upper bounds
asymptotically� For intermediate values of � we show that
our upper bounds are within a factor of O�������d����� log ��
of the lower bound�

1. INTRODUCTION
Given a set S of n points in IRd� called sites� the Voronoi

diagram of S is a partition of space into cells� such that
each cell is the region of space consisting of all points that
are closer to a particular site than to any other� Voronoi
diagrams are among the most fundamental and well�studied
objects in computational geometry�
Voronoi diagrams have numerous applications in areas

such as pattern recognition and classi�cation� machine learn�
ing� robotics� and graphics� Many of these applications are
in high dimensions but� unfortunately� the complexity of
Voronoi diagrams can be as high as ndd��e in dimension
d� Constructing Voronoi diagrams can be complicated due
either to numerical inaccuracies or degeneracies� which re�
sult when points are cocircular or nearly so� Also� although
Voronoi diagrams implicitly encode the information of what
site is closest to a given point� by themselves they are not
suitable for use as a data structure for nearest neighbor
searching� These shortcomings have led to consideration of
simpler structures that can be used in place of the Voronoi
diagram�
We begin with some de�nitions� For a real parameter

� � �� we say that a point p � S is an ��nearest neighbor
���NN � of a point q � IRd� if the distance between q and p is
at most ��� �� times the distance between q and its nearest
neighbor in S� We assume that distances are measured in the
Euclidean metric� An approximate Voronoi diagram �AVD�
of S is de�ned to be a partition of space into cells� where each
cell c is associated with a representative rc � S� such that rc
is an ��NN for all the points in c ���� More generally we may
allow up to some given t � � representatives to be stored
with each cell� and require that for any point in the cell�
one of these t representatives is an ��NN� We refer to such a
decomposition as a �t� ���approximate Voronoi diagram�
Vleugels and Overmars ���� considered approximating the

Voronoi diagram of a disjoint set of convex sites in IRd for the



purpose of motion planning� Har�Peled ��� showed how to
construct a ��� ���AVD of O��n��d��log n� log�n���� size� A
cell in this subdivision is the di�erence of two axis�aligned
cubes �the inner cube is optional�� Moreover� these cells
are stored in a compressed quadtree data structure� which
provides a simple and e�cient method for answering ��NN
queries in O�log�n���� time� This approach is very appealing
because� like the Voronoi diagram� it de�nes a subdivision
of space� but there are no problems with geometric degen�
eracies� and a point�location structure is provided� The con�
struction and search structure are very simple and practical�
The principal shortcoming of Har�Peled�s data structure

is its size� Sabharwal et al� ���� reduced the size by a log�
arithmic factor� Arya and Malamatos ��� showed that it
is possible to construct a ��� ���AVD of O�n��d� size� and
they provided a lower bound of ��n��d��� on the size of
a ��� ���AVD� As with Har�Peled their cells are di�erences
of two axis�aligned hyperrectangles� Further� they intro�
duced the notion of allowing multiple representatives per
cell and showed that given a real parameter � � � � ���� it
is possible to construct a �t� ���AVD of O�n�d� size� where

t 	 O��������d������� By varying � it is possible to achieve
a tradeo� in space and query time�
To understand the signi�cance of this line of work� it is

useful to brie�y review the evolution of results in the �eld of
approximate nearest neighbor searching in Euclidean space�
There have been two principal approaches� One direction
has focused on eliminating exponential dependencies on di�
mension� as characterized by the work of Indyk and Mot�
wani ���� and Kushilevitz et al� ����� Although these meth�
ods provide space and query times without exponential de�
pendence on dimension� their space requirements grow as
nO���� which may be too high for many applications�
The second direction� which has been developed in com�

putational geometry� is to assume that d is a small con�
stant and n is large� The resulting data structures have
sizes that are nearly linear in n but may have factors in
space and query time that grow as �����O�d�� Arya et al� ���
and� later� Duncan et al� ��� provided data structures that
achieve O������d log n� query time and use O�n� space �in�
dependent of ��� These structures were optimal with re�
spect to space� but the � factors in the query times were
far from optimal� The cells of the Voronoi diagram are con�
vex polytopes� and results on approximating convex poly�
topes by Dudley ��� suggest that ������d����� should be the
proper bound� Indeed� Clarkson �
� showed that queries

could be answered in O������d�� log n� time� However Clark�

son�s space bounds were larger by a factor of at least �����d��

and involved a parameter that depended on the geometric
arrangement of the sites� Through an impressive combi�
nation of structures� Chan ��� showed that the query time

could be reduced to O�������d����� log n� time using a data

structure with space O�������d�����n log n�� The recent re�
sults of Arya and Malamatos ��� further tightened these
bounds by showing that the query time could be improved
to O�log n�����d������ and removed the log factor from the
space bound�
Finally� it seems that the constant factors are coming ex�

actly in line with bounds suggested by Dudley�s results�
The one remaining de�ciency is the signi�cant factor of
O�������d������ in the space bound� In this paper we show
that this factor can be eliminated altogether� In particular

we provide a data structure of size O�n� that can answer ap�

proximate nearest neighbor queries in O�log n� ����d������
time� Thus we simultaneously provide optimal space bounds
while matching the query time suggested by Dudley�s re�
sults� Our approach is based on a more space�e�cient ver�
sion of approximate Voronoi diagrams� Our approach di�ers
from those of Har�Peled and Arya and Malamatos princi�
pally in how cells are generated and how representatives are
chosen� Otherwise� it produces an AVD data structure with
the same desirable characteristics�
More speci�cally� our main result is that� given a set

of n sites S in IRd� � � � � ���� and a parameter � �
� � ���� we show how to construct a �t� ���AVD� where

t 	 O��������d������� consisting of

O�n�
d��
� �

��d���
� log ��

cells� This yields a data structure of O�n�d�� log �� space
�including the space for representatives� that can answer ��

NN queries in time O�log�n����������d������� The bounds
described above on approximate nearest neighbor searching
arise with � 	 �� In the case � 	 ���� the additional log �
factor in space can be avoided� and we have a data struc�
ture that answers queries in time O�log�n���� with space
O�n��d���� These results are presented in Theorem � and
Corollary ��� in Section �� Note that our bounds are supe�
rior to those of ��� and ��� for all values of ��
We believe that the factor of log � in the number of cells

is an artifact of our proof technique� As evidence of this
we provide a signi�cantly di�erent construction and a dif�
ferent analysis based on a charging argument in which this
log � factor in the number of cells is replaced by factor of
log ������� We feel that this alternative construction may be

of independent interest� For � �
p

��� this provides a supe�
rior space bound� These results are presented in Theorem �
in Section ��
We also present the �rst lower bounds on the worst�case

number of cells in a �t� ���AVD for multiple representatives�
We assume that cells are based on axis�aligned rectangles
of bounded aspect ratio� These results show that our space
bounds are tight in the two extremes� � 	 � and � 	 ����
For all intermediate values of � our upper bounds on space
are tight to within a factor of O�������d����� log ��� These
results are presented in Section ��
Our results come about from a few innovations� The prin�

cipal reduction in space arises from a form of deterministic
sampling based on the BBD�tree� By applying the construc�
tion of Arya and Malamatos on an appropriately sampled
subset of points� we can decrease the number of cells sig�
ni�cantly while increasing the number of representatives by
only a constant factor� The main di�culty is avoiding an ad�
ditional factor of O�log n� in the number of representatives�
as would be expected from well known results on ��nets� Our
other innovation is to create cells more economically by con�
sidering a well�separated pair decomposition of the points�
and concentrating the generation of cells along the bisector
between well�separated pairs� Our alternative approach is
based on a charging argument which shows that� after cer�
tain modi�cations to Arya and Malamatos�s construction�
the number of representatives for most of the cells is signi��
cantly smaller than the maximum possible� This enables us
to reduce the number of cells drastically by combining cells
with fewer representatives into larger cells�



2. PRELIMINARIES
Throughout we assume that the dimension d is a �xed con�

stant� and the constants hidden in the asymptotic bounds
may depend on d �but not on � or ��� We assume that the
set S of points has been scaled and translated to lie within a
ball of radius ��� placed at the center of the unit hypercube
��� ��d�
Let x and y denote any two points in IRd� We use jxyj to

denote the Euclidean distance between x and y and xy to
denote the segment joining x and y�
We denote by b�x� r� a ball of radius r centered at x� i�e�

b�x� r� 	 fy � jxyj � rg� For a ball b and any positive real
�� we use �b to denote the ball with the same center as b and
whose radius is � times the radius of b� and b to denote the
set of points that are not in b� Given a set X of points and a
point q� let NN q�X� be the distance to the nearest neighbor
of q in X� If there are no points in X� then NN q�X� is
de�ned to be in�nity�
We brie�y review the notions of well�separated pair de�

composition and balanced box�decomposition trees� as they
play an important role in our constructions�

2.1 The Well-Separated Pair Decomposition
Let S be a set of n points in IRd� We say that two sets of

points X and Y are well�separated if they can be enclosed
within two disjoint d�dimensional balls of radius r� such that
the distance between the centers of these balls is at least �r�
where � � � is a real parameter called the separation factor�
If we consider joining the centers of these two balls by a
line segment� the resulting shape resembles a dumbbell� The
balls are the heads of the dumbbell� De�ne the length of a
dumbbell to be the distance between the centers of the balls�
A dumbbell separates two points x and y if x is contained
in one head and y in the other�
A well�separated pair decomposition �WSPD� of S is a set

PS�� 	 f�X�� Y��� � � � � �Xm� Ym�g of pairs of subsets of S
such that �i� for � � i � m� Xi and Yi are well�separated
and �ii� for any distinct points x� y � S� there exists a unique
pair �Xi� Yi� such that either x � Xi and y � Yi or x � Yi
and y � Xi� �We say that the pair �Xi� Yi� separates x
and y�� Callahan and Kosaraju ��� have shown that we can
construct a WSPD containing O��dn� pairs in O�n log n �
�dn� time� For each pair� their construction also provides
the corresponding dumbbell� Throughout we will assume
that the length of the dumbbell is exactly � times the radius
of the dumbbell heads�

2.2 The BBD Tree
Let U 	 ��� ��d denote a unit hypercube in IRd� We de�ne

a quadtree box recursively as follows� �i� U is a quadtree box�
and �ii� any hypercube obtained by splitting a quadtree box
into �d equal parts is a quadtree box� The size of a quadtree
box is its side length� A nice property of quadtree boxes is
that any two quadtree boxes are either disjoint or one is
contained inside the other�
The balanced box�decomposition �BBD� tree is a balanced

�d�ary tree that compactly represents a hierarchical decom�
position of space ���� Each node of the tree is associated
with a region of space called a cell� which is the di�erence
of two quadtree boxes� an outer box and an �optional� inner
box� The root of the tree is associated with U � The cell asso�
ciated with any node is partitioned into disjoint cells� which
are associated with the children of the node� �For details

see ����� We de�ne the size of a cell to be same as the size
of its outer box�
The properties of the BBD tree� relevant to this paper�

are given below�

�i� A set S of n points can be stored in a BBD tree having
O�n� nodes and O�log n� depth�

�ii� A collection C of n quadtree boxes can be stored in a
BBD tree having O�n� nodes and O�log n� depth� The
subdivision induced by its leaves is a re�nement of the
subdivision induced by the quadtree boxes in C and�
for any point q� we can determine the leaf containing
q in O�log n� time�

�iii� The number of cells of the BBD tree with pairwise
disjoint interiors� each of size at least s� that intersect
a ball of radius r is at most O��� � r�s�d��

�iv� Let � � t � n� Consider the set of nodes of the BBD
tree that have at most t points but whose parents have
more than t points� The size of such a set is at most
O�n�t��

�v� Suppose that we assign weights to a subdivision in�
duced by an �unweighted� BBD tree� Let w be the
maximum weight of a cell and let W denote the total
weight of all the cells� Then it is possible to build a
weighted BBD tree for exactly the same set of cells
such that the following holds� Given w � t � W �
consider a set of nodes of weight at most t but whose
parents have weight more than t� The size of such a
set is O�W�t��

Properties �i� and �iii� are proved in ���� Properties �ii�
and �v� follow from a generalization of �i�� Property �iv�
follows from the balancing aspect of the BBD tree�
Throughout we use the following notation� Given a cell c�

let sc denote the size of c� and bc be the ball of radius scd��
whose center coincides with the center of c�s outer box �note
that c � bc��

3. SPACE REDUCTION BY SAMPLING
Let S be a set of n points in IRd� and let � � � � ���

and � � � � ��� be two real parameters� In this sec�
tion we show how to construct a �t� ���AVD� consisting of

O�n��d��������d����� log �� cells� where t 	 O��������d�������
The construction of AVDs described by Arya and Malam�

atos ��� is based on two fundamental constructions� The
�rst is that given two concentric balls it is possible to con�
struct a small set of nearest�neighbor representatives so that
given a query point in the inner ball its approximate nearest
neighbor outside the outer ball will be one of these repre�
sentatives� and vice versa� A similar result holds for two
disjoint balls� Lemmas � and � below indicate the sizes of
these representative sets as a function of the separation of
the two balls� The second construction is a subdivision of
space into a collection of cells� such that for each cell� the
points of S lying outside this cell satisfy certain separation
properties� This is given in Lemma � below� In all three
lemmas �adapted slightly for convenience�� S is a set of n
points in IRd� and � � � � ��� and � � � are two real
parameters�



Lemma �� Let b� and b� denote two concentric balls of
radius r and �r� respectively� There exists a set R � S
consisting of �

� �O

�
�p
��

��d��

points such that

�i� for any point q � b�� NN q�R� � �� � ��NN q�S � b���
and

�ii� for any point q � b�� NN q�R� � �� � ��NN q�S � b���

Lemma �� Let b� and b� be two disjoint balls of radius r�
and r�� respectively� whose minimum distance of separation
is at least ��� Further� suppose that �� � max�r�� r����� Then
there exists a set R � S consisting of�

� �O

�p
r�r�

��
p
�

��d��

points such that for any point q � b�� NN q�R� � �� � �� �
NN q�S � b���

Lemma �� It is possible to construct a subdivision con�
sisting of O�n�d� cells� where each cell c is the di�erence
of two cubes and satis�es at least one of the following three
properties�

�i� jS � �bcj � ��

�ii� There exists a ball b�c such that S � �bc � b�c and the
ball �b�c does not overlap c�

�iii� There exists a ball b�c such that S � �bc � b�c� Let�
ting r� and r� denote the radius of balls bc and b�c�
respectively� and �� denote the minimum distance of
separation between bc and b�c� then �� � �max�r�� r��
and ���

p
r�r� � �

p
��

The three lemmas given above imply that� for a cell c in
the subdivision of Lemma �� we can choose a set of repre�
sentatives of size O��������d������ each from �bc and from
b�c� This forms the basis of the approach given by Arya and
Malamatos� We can signi�cantly reduce the number of cells
by weakening the separation property in Lemma �� allowing
for O��������d������ points in the region �bc�b�c� and choos�
ing all these points as additional representatives� A natural
method for trying to achieve this goal is to construct the sub�
division of Lemma � for a set of randomly sampled points
of suitable size� Unfortunately� standard results in random
sampling and ��net theory imply that this would lead to an
increase in the number of representatives by a factor that
is logarithmic in n� We overcome this di�culty by devising
a novel but simple sampling procedure based on the BBD�
tree� which has the following property� Let nf denote the
number of points of S that are sampled� where � � f � �
is a parameter� Then for any fat region �e�g�� an Euclidean
ball� that is free of sampled points� we can contract the re�
gion by a constant factor �say� ��� and the shrunken region
is guaranteed to have at most O���f� points of the original
set� As we will see� this sampling procedure su�ces for our
application and leads to a large space improvement�
In Lemma �� we present a simple version of this idea�

intended to illustrate the basic space�reduction mechanism
and� later� in Section ���� we apply this technique in full
force�

Lemma �� Let S be a set of n points in IRd� and let � � �
and � � f � � be two real parameters� It is possible to
construct a subdivision consisting of O�nf�d� cells� where
each cell c is the di�erence of two cubes and satis�es at least
one of the following three properties�

�i� jS � �bcj 	 O���f��

�ii� There exists a ball b�c such that jS���bc�b�c�j 	 O���f�
and the ball �b�c does not overlap c�

�iii� There exists a ball b�c such that jS � ��bc � b�c�j 	
O���f�� Letting r� and r� denote the radius of balls
bc and b�c� respectively� and �� denote the minimum
distance of separation between bc and b�c� then �� �
max�r�� r���� and ���

p
r�r� � p

��

Proof� Let T denote the BBD tree for the set S of points�
Let N be the set of nodes of T that contain at most ��f
points �of S�� but whose parents contain more than ��f
points� Let X be the cells corresponding to these nodes� By
BBD property �iv�� jX j is O�nf�� Let S� � S be the set
of points obtained by sampling one point arbitrarily from
each �non�empty� cell in X � We construct the subdivision
described in Lemma � for S� but using the value �� in place
of � in the lemma� Observe that since jS�j 	 O�nf�� by
Lemma �� the number of cells in this subdivision is O�nf�d��
We claim that any cell c in this subdivision satis�es the
desired property�
If Case �i� of Lemma � holds� then jS� � ��bcj � �� Let

X � � X be the cells that overlap the ball �bc� and contain
at least one point of S� Since S� contains one point from
each cell in X �� all but at most one cell in X � must intersect
the boundary of ��bc� By BBD property �iii�� the number
of cells that overlap �bc and intersect the boundary of ��bc
is bounded by a constant� Thus jX �j 	 O���� Since a cell in
X � has at most ��f points� the total number of points of S
in �bc is O���f��
If Case �ii� of Lemma � holds� then there exists a ball b��c

such that S� � ��bc � b��c and the ball ��b��c does not overlap
c� De�ne b�c 	 �b��c � It follows that �b�c does not overlap c�
Next we show that jS � ��bc � b�c�j 	 O���f�� Let X � � X
be the cells that overlap the region �bc � b�c� and contain at
least one point of S� Since S� contains one point from each
cell in X �� and ��bc� b�c�� contains no point of S�� it follows
that each cell in X � intersects the boundary of both ��bc
and �bc� or intersects the boundary of both b�c and b�c��� By
BBD property �iii�� the number of such cells is bounded by
a constant� Since a cell in X � has at most ��f points� the
total number of points of S in the region �bc� b�c is O���f��
A similar argument shows that if Case �iii� of Lemma �

holds� then the corresponding case holds here� The details
are omitted� This completes the proof�

We construct the subdivision described in Lemma � for
f 	 �����d������ We assign representatives to the cells
as follows� Let q be a point inside a cell c� Let bc and
b�c be the balls de�ned in Lemma �� Since c is contained
within the ball bc� applying Lemma ��i�� it follows that we

can �nd a set R�
c consisting of O��������d������ points such

that NN q�R
�
c� � �� � ��NN q�S � �bc�� We next consider

the case when the nearest neighbor of q lies within �bc�
Note that one of the three cases given in the statement
of Lemma � must hold� If Case �i� holds� then we de�ne



R��
c 	 S��bc� and if Case �ii� or Case �iii� holds� then we de�

�ne R��
c 	 S���bc�b�c�� Note that jR��

c j 	 O��������d�������
It is clear that a point in R�

c � R��
c is an ��NN of q unless

Case �ii� or �iii� holds and the nearest neighbor of q lies
within b�c� If Case �ii� �Case �iii�� resp�� holds then� by
Lemma ��ii� �Lemma �� resp��� it follows that we can �nd

a set R���
c consisting of O��������d������ points such that

NN q�R
���
c � � �� � ��NN q�S � b�c�� Finally we assign the set

of representatives Rc for c to be R�
c � R��

c in Case �i� and
R�
c � R��

c � R���
c in Cases �ii� and �iii�� Clearly� Rc has size

O��������d������ and satis�es the desired property� namely�
NN q�Rc� � �� � ��NN q�S�� Thus� we have thus shown how

to construct a �t� ���AVD with O�n��d��������d������ cells

for t 	 O��������d�������

3.1 Bisector-Sensitive Construction
In this section� we present a more sophisticated construc�

tion that reduces the space by nearly a factor of �� The
construction used in the previous section simply applied the
existing construction of Arya and Malamatos to a suitable
sample of the points� In this section we combine the sam�
pling process with a new construction� which generates cells
along the Voronoi bisectors of the well�separated pairs�
Let T denote the BBD tree for the set S of points� Let N

be the set of nodes of T that contain at most ��f points �of
S�� but whose parents contain more than ��f points� Here f
is a parameter between � and �� which will later be assigned
a suitable value depending on � and �� Let X be the cells
corresponding to these nodes� By BBD property �iv�� jX j is
O�nf�� Let S� � S be the set of points obtained by sampling
one point arbitrarily from each �non�empty� cell in X �
We construct a WSPD PS��� for S�� using separation fac�

tor � 	 �
� Note that the number of pairs in PS���� is
O�nf�� Let D� denote the set of dumbbells corresponding
to this WSPD� We expand both the heads of each dumbbell
by a factor of two� Let D denote the new set of dumbbells�
Note that the dumbbells in D have a separation factor of
�� For each dumbbell P � D� we compute a set of quadtree
boxes CP as follows�
Let X � S and Y � S denote the set of points that are

enclosed within the two heads of P � Let x and y denote the
centers of the heads enclosing X and Y � respectively� Let � 	
jxyj� let z denote the center of the segment xy� and let BP
denote the set of balls of radius �i�� for � � i � dlog � � �e�
centered at z� Let VP denote the set of points whose nearest
neighbor in X and in Y are equidistant �i�e�� the Voronoi
bisector of X and Y �� For a ball b � BP � let Cb be the set of
quadtree boxes overlapping b�VP that have the largest size
not exceeding r�b�������d��� where rb denotes the radius of b�
Let C�P be the set of quadtree boxes overlapping b�z� �
���
that have the largest size not exceeding ���d� Let CP 	
��b�BP Cb� � C�P and C 	 �P�DCP � Finally we store all the
quadtree boxes in C in a BBD tree T �� We will show that the
subdivision induced by the leaves of T �� along with suitably
chosen representatives� is the desired approximate Voronoi
diagram�
We �rst bound the number of cells in the subdivision�

The following lemma essentially shows that the Voronoi bi�
sector of a well�separated pair �X�Y � behaves as a �d� ���
dimensional hyperplane for the purpose of packing argu�
ments� The proof is omitted� but is similar to one given
in ����

Lemma �� Let X and Y be two sets of points enclosed
within two disjoint d�balls of radius r� such that the distance
between the centers of these balls is at least �r� where � � ��
Let V denote the Voronoi bisector of X and Y � and let b be
any d�ball of radius R� Then the number of quadtree boxes
of size s that overlap b � V is at most O��� �R�s�d����

By Lemma �� it follows that for any ball b � BP � jCbj is
O�������rb�

d���� Also� by BBD property �iii�� jC�P j 	 O����
It is now easy to see that jCP j is O��d���� Since the number
of dumbbells in D is O�nf�� the total number of quadtree
boxes� jCj� is O�nf�d���� Since the number of leaves in the
BBD tree T � is O�jCj�� this bound applies to the number of
cells in the subdivision�
Lemma � describes an important property of the subdivi�

sion� which will enable us to choose representatives for the
cells� We need the following technical lemma� The proof is
omitted due to space limitations� but is proved by methods
similar to those used in ����

Lemma 
� Let c be a cell corresponding to a leaf of T ��
Let x be a point in S � ��bc� Let Sc � S � ��bc be the set of
points p such that there is a dumbbell P � D that separates x
and p� and VP intersects cell c� Then either jScj 	 � or there
exists a ball b�c such that Sc � fxg � b�c and which satis�es
at least one of the following two properties�

�i� The ball ��b�c does not overlap c�

�ii� �� � �max�r�� r�� and ���
p
r�r� � ��

p
�� where �� de�

notes the minimum distance of separation between bc
and b�c� r� denotes the radius of bc� and r� denotes the
radius of ball b�c�

The proof is based on the fact that a dumbbell separating
x from a point in Sc is either �far away� from c or it implies
an upper bound on the size of c �because it generates c
or a cell enclosing c�� By considering the dumbbell that
separates x from the point in Sc that is farthest from it� we
can show that these two cases yield properties �i� and �ii��
respectively�

Lemma �� Let S be a set of n points in IRd� and let � � �
and � � f � � be two real parameters� It is possible to
construct a subdivision consisting of O�nf�d��� cells� where
each cell c is the di�erence of two cubes and satis�es at least
one of the following three properties� Let Sc � S be the set
of points that are the nearest neighbor of some point in c�

�i� jSc � �bcj 	 O����f� log ���

�ii� There exists a ball b�c such that jSc � ��bc � b�c�j 	
O����f� log �� and the ball �b�c does not overlap c�

�iii� There exists a ball b�c such that jSc � ��bc � b�c�j 	
O����f� log ��� Letting �� denote the minimum dis�
tance of separation between bc and b�c� r� denote the
radius of bc� and r� denote the radius of ball b�c� then
�� � max�r�� r�� and ���

p
r�r� � �

p
��

Proof� If jSc � �bcj 	 �� then �i� trivially holds� So
suppose that jSc � �bcj � �� First we show that if jS� �
��bcj 	 � then �i� holds� Let X � � X be the set of cells
that overlap the ball �bc� and contain at least one point
of S� Since S� contains one point from each cell in X �� all



the cells in X � must intersect the boundary of ��bc� By
BBD property �iii�� the number of cells that overlap �bc
and intersect the boundary of ��bc is bounded by a constant�
Thus jX �j 	 O���� Since a cell in X � has at most ��f points�
the total number of points of S in �bc is O���f�� and so
clearly �i� holds�
In the remainder of the proof� we assume that jS����bcj �

� and jSc � �bcj � �� Let �x�w� be the closest pair of points
such that x � S� � ��bc and w � Sc � ��bc� �In case of
ties� choose any such pair�� Let � 	 jxwj� �Note that if
S� � Sc � ��bc �	 	� then x 	 w� and � 	 ���
Let S�c � S � ��bc be the set of points p such that there is

a dumbbell P � D that separates x and p� and VP intersects
cell c� If jS�cj 	 �� then let b��c be the ball of zero radius
centered at x� Otherwise� by Lemma 
� there exists a ball
b��c such that S�c�fxg � b��c and which satis�es either property
�i� or �ii� listed therein� Let r��� be the radius of b��c and let
z denote its center� We distinguish two cases based on the
closest distance L between z and cell c� ��� L � sc��
 and
��� L � sc��
�
Case �� L � sc��
�
Let r� 	 max��r��� � sc���
���� and let b�c 	 b�z� r��� Note

that x is at a distance of at most r��� from the center z
of b�c� We consider two subcases� �a� � � r��
� and �b�
� � r��
��
Subcase �a�� � � r��
��
It is easy to verify that b�c satis�es either property �ii� or

�iii�� It remains to show that jSc���bc�b�c�j 	 O����f� log ���
To this end� we �rst show that the cell c� � X that contains

a point u � Sc���bc�b�c� has size at least jzuj��
�d�� For the
sake of contradiction� suppose that the size of c� is less than
jzuj��
�d�� Recall that S� contains one point from each cell
in X � Let u� be the point in c� that belongs to S� �note that
u and u� may be the same point�� By the triangle inequality�
we get jxu�j � jzuj � juu�j � jxzj� Since juu�j � jzuj�
� and
jxzj � jzuj�� �because jzuj � r� and jxzj � r����� it follows
that jxu�j � ��jzuj�
��
Consider the dumbbell P � � D� that separates x and u��

Let P be the dumbbell corresponding to P � in D� Let A
and B denote the heads of dumbbell P containing x and u��
respectively� Since the separation factor for the dumbbells
in D is �� it follows that the radius r� of A and B is at
least jxu�j��� � ��jzuj�
��� Recall that the heads of the
dumbbells in D� are enlarged by a factor of � to obtain the
dumbbells in D� Hence any point within distance r��� of x
and u� will lie within A and B� respectively� Since jwxj 	
� � r��
� � jzuj�
�� it follows that w � A and� since juu�j �
jzuj�
�� it follows that u � B� Since both w and u belong
to Sc �i�e�� they are the nearest neighbor of some point in
cell c�� it is not di�cult to see that the Voronoi bisector VP
must intersect c� But then b��c should have contained u� a
contradiction�
Partition the points in Sc � ��bc � b�c� into groups� where

the ith group has all the points whose distance from z lies
in the interval ��ir�� �

i��r��� Since r� � sc���
��� and the
maximum distance of a point in �bc from z is some constant
times �sc� it is clear that the number of non�empty groups
is O�log ��� Let Xi � X be the set of cells that overlap some
point in the ith group� By the above observation� the cells
in Xi have size at least �ir���
�d�� and so by BBD property
�iii�� jXij is O���� Since each cell in Xi has ��f points� the
number of points in the ith group is O���f�� which implies
the desired bound on jSc � ��bc � b�c�j�

Subcase �b�� � � r��
��

Consider a ball �b of radius ��� centered at x� It is easy
to show that for any dumbbell separating x and any point
u outside this ball� the dumbbell head containing x also
contains w� As in Subcase �a�� we can now show that jSc �
��bc � �b�j 	 O����f� log ���

Next we claim that jSc � �bc � �bj 	 O���f�� To see this�
let X � � X be the set of cells that contain a point in Sc �
�bc � �b� Note that a cell in X � must either overlap ��bc
or it must have size exceeding ��d �otherwise the distance
between any pair of points in this cell that belong to Sc and
S�� respectively� would be less than �� a contradiction�� It
follows from BBD property �iii� that jX �j 	 O���� which
implies the desired claim�
Thus we get jSc��bcj 	 O����f� log ��� which implies �i��

Case �� L � sc��
�
It is obvious that property �ii� given in Lemma 
 cannot

apply to b��c � so either b��c satis�es property �i� given there
or its radius must be zero� It follows that r��� � L������
We consider two subcases� �a� � � sc����
�� and �b� � �
sc����
���
Subcase �a�� � � sc����
���
We set b�c 	 b�z� L���� Note that b�c satis�es property �ii��

or it is a ball of zero radius centered at a point inside cell c�
We now show that jSc � ��bc � b�c�j 	 O����f� log ���
Similar to Subcase �a� of Case �� we can show that jSc �

��bc�b�z� sc�������j 	 O����f� log ��� We omit the straight�
forward details�
We next claim that jS � �b�z� sc������ � b�c�j 	 O���f��

which would imply �ii�� Towards this end� we show that
there are no points of S� in the region b�z� sc������ � b�c���
For contradiction� assume that there is a point u � S� in
this region� Consider a dumbbell P � D that separates x
and u� Let � be the length of P � By de�nition of well�
separatedness� we get �jxuj�� � � � �jxuj��� Applying the
triangle inequality� it is easy to see that �L����� � jxuj �
sc������ which implies that �L������ � � � �sc������ It
can be easily checked from the construction that all cells
whose closest distance from x is less than ���� can have size
at most ���d� Note that the closest distance from x to cell
c is at most L � L����� � ��L��
 � ���� Thus the size of
cell c cannot exceed �sc���d�� a contradiction�
Let X � � X be the set of cells that overlap the region

b�z� sc������� b�c� and contain at least one point of S� Since
S� contains one point from each cell in X �� and there are no
points of S� in the region b�z� sc������� b�c��� it follows that
each cell in X � intersects the boundary of both b�z� sc������
and b�z� sc������ or the boundary of both b�c and b�c��� By
BBD property �iii�� the number of such cells is bounded by
a constant� Noting that a cell in X � has at most ��f points�
the desired result follows�
Subcase �b�� � � sc����
���
Using an argument similar to Subcase �b� of Case �� we

can show that �i� holds� We omit the straightforward details�
This completes the proof�

In view of the similarity of Lemma � with Lemma �� it
should be clear that the same method for assigning rep�
resentatives works for this subdivision too� We mention
that the only di�erence is the value of f � which we set to
�����d����� log ��
Given a query point q� we can determine the leaf of the

BBD tree T � that contains q in O�log�n��� time� By com�



puting the distance from q for each of the stored represen�
tatives� we can answer queries in O�log�n����������d������
time� We summarize the main result of this section�

Theorem �� Let S be a set of n points in IRd� and let
� � � � ��� and � � � � ��� be two real parameters� We can

construct an �O��������d������� ���approximate Voronoi dia�

gram for S that consists of O�n��d��������d����� log �� cells�
where each cell is the di�erence of two cubes� Moreover�
for any query point� we can return its ��NN in O�log�n�� �

�������d������ time� Here the constants in the O�notation
are independent of � and ��

We obtain a family of data structures that can answer ��
NN queries in O�log�n�� � �������d������ time using space
O�n�d�� log ��� Setting � 	 � we obtain the most space�
e�cient solution in this family� which we present in the fol�
lowing corollary�

Corollary ���� Given a set S of n points in IRd� we can
answer ��NN queries in O�log n � ����d������ time using a
data structure of space O�n��

Remark� For the case of � 	 ���� we can omit the sam�
pling process altogether in Lemma �� which allows us to save
a log � factor in space� By a straightforward extension of the
approach given in this section� we can construct a ��� ���AVD
of size O�n��d���� Arya and Malamatos ��� have shown a
lower bound of ��n��d��� on the size of a ��� ���AVD� assum�
ing that the cells are di�erences of two axis�aligned hyper�
rectangles� which implies that our construction has optimal
size�

4. LOWER SPACE BOUNDS BY BETTER
CHARGING

Let S be a set of n points in IRd� and let � � � � ��� and
� � � � ��� be two real parameters� In this section we show
how to construct a �t� ���AVD� consisting of

O

�
n�

d��
� �

��d���
� log

�

��

�

cells� where t 	 O��������d�������
The construction proceeds as follows� First� we construct

a �t� ���AVD consisting of O�n�d��� cells� such that the
total number of representatives summed over all cells is
O�n�d�� log���������� Note that for this AVD� there is a
huge gap between the number of representatives for a cell
in the worst case� which is O��������d������� and their num�
ber averaged over all cells� which is only O�log���������� In
the second step of the construction� we take advantage of
this fact by combining cells that have fewer representatives
into larger cells� This enables us to signi�cantly reduce the
number of cells and leads to the desired AVD�
Let D be the set of dumbbells corresponding to the WSPD

for S� using separation factor �� For each dumbbell P � D�
de�ne the Voronoi bisector VP � the set of balls BP � and the
sets C�P and CP of quadtree boxes� exactly as in Section ����
We store all the quadtree boxes in C 	 �P�DCP in a BBD
tree T � Using the same approach as in Section ���� we can
show that the number of leaves in T is O�n�d����
We now describe a crucial property satis�ed by the sub�

division induced by the leaves of T � which enables us to se�
lect representatives for the cells economically� The proof is

omitted due to space limitations� but is proved by methods
similar to those used in ����

Lemma �� Let S be a set of n points in IRd� and let � � �
be a real parameter� It is possible to construct a subdivision
consisting of O�n�d��� cells� where each cell is the di�erence
of two cubes� that satis�es the following properties� In the
following� c is any cell in the subdivision and Sc � S��bc is
the set of points that are the nearest neighbor of some point
in c�

�a� The number of cells� each of size at least s� that inter�
sect a ball of radius r is at most O��� � r�s�d��

�b� There is a constant k � � such that the ball k�bc con�
tains at least one point of S�

�c� The cell c satis�es at least one of the following three
properties�

�i� jScj � ��

�ii� There exists a ball b�c such that Sc � b�c and the
ball �b�c does not overlap c�

�iii� There exists a ball b�c such that Sc � b�c� Letting r�
and r� denote the radius of balls bc and b

�
c� respec�

tively� and �� denote the minimum distance of sep�
aration between bc and b�c� then �� � max�r�� r��
and ���

p
r�r� � ��

p
��

Let X be any subdivision satisfying Lemma �� Using Lem�
mas � and �� we can easily show that O��������d������ repre�
sentatives su�ce for each cell� The following lemma gives a
more complicated method for choosing cell representatives
which� however� has the advantage that we can obtain a
much better bound on the total number of representatives�

Lemma �� Let S be a set of n points in IRd� and let � �
� � ��� and � � � � ��� be two real parameters� Let t 	

O��������d������� Any subdivision X satisfying Lemma � is
a �t� ���AVD such that the total number of representatives
summed over all cells of X is O�n�d�� log����������

Proof� �Sketch� Let c be any cell in X and let S�c � S
be the set of points that are the nearest neighbor of some
point in c� Let q be any point in c� We will identify two sets
of points R�

c � S �outer representatives� and R��
c � S �in�

ner representatives� each consisting of t 	 O��������d������
points� such that NN q�R

�
c� � �� � ��NN q�S

�
c � �bc� and

NN q�R
��
c � � �� � ��NN q�S

�
c � �bc�� Finally� we will store

the set of representatives Rc 	 R�
c � R��

c with c� Clearly
NN q�Rc� � �� � ��NN q�S��
In this version of the paper� we only present our method

for computing R�
c� the set of outer representatives� and show

that
P

c�X jR�
cj 	 O�n�d�� log���������� Using similar ideas�

we can compute the inner representatives and show that this
bound also applies to their total number� Details will appear
in the full version�
Letting k� 	 k � �� we have S�c � k��bc because� by

Lemma �� the ball k�bc contains at least one point of S
and � is at least �� Let S��c 	 S�c � �k��bc � �bc�� Let
Uc denote the set of quadtree boxes that have the largest
size not exceeding ���sc�� and that contain at least one
point of S��c � Clearly jUcj 	 O�������d�� Note that any



quadtree box u � Uc can be enclosed within a ball bu of
radius ru � ���scd��
 � �scd��
� which implies that the
minimum distance of separation between the balls bc and
bu� �

�
u� is at least �scd��� It is now easy to verify thatp

r�ru���
�
u

p
�� 	 O��� and ��u � max�r�� ru���� where r� 	

scd�� is the radius of ball bc� Therefore� by Lemma �� we
can �nd a set Rc�u � S��c � u consisting of O��� points such
that NN q�Rc�u� � �� � ����NN q�S

��
c � u�� It follows that

the set �R�
c 	 �u�UcRc�u has at most O�������d� points and

satis�es NN q� �R
�
c� � �� � ����NN q�S

�
c � �bc��

The main di�culty with using �R�
c as the outer representa�

tives for c is that their number can be too large� To remedy
this� observe that c � bc and all the points in �R�

c lie out�
side �bc� Thus� we can apply Lemma � to obtain a set
R�
c � �R�

c consisting of O��������d������ points such that

NN q�R
�
c� � �� � ����NN q� �R

�
c�� Thus

NN q�R
�
c� � �� � ������ � ����NN q�S

�
c � �bc�

� �� � ��NN q�S
�
c � �bc��

as desired�
We next present a charging argument to show thatX

c�X

jR�
cj 	 O

�
n�d�� log

�

��

�
	

Let D be the set of dumbbells corresponding to the WSPD
for S� using separation factor �� Each dumbbell P � D
allocates a unit charge to each cell in a set �CP � X de�
�ned as follows� Let X � S and Y � S denote the set of
points that are enclosed within the two heads of P � Let
x and y denote the centers of the heads enclosing X and
Y � respectively� Let � 	 jxyj� let z denote the center of

the segment xy� and let �BP denote the set of balls of ra�
dius �i�� for � � i � dlog����k�d�������e� centered at z� Let
VP denote the Voronoi bisector of X and Y � For a ball
b � �BP � let �Cb � X be the set of cells overlapping b � VP
that have size at least rb���k

��d�� where rb denotes the ra�

dius of b� Finally� we let �CP 	 �b� �BP
�Cb� We claim that� �i�

the total charges allocated to all the cells in X by the above
procedure is O�n�d�� log��������� and� �ii� each cell c � X
receives enough charge to pay for the representatives stored
with c�
To prove �i�� note that Lemma � implies that for any ball

b � �BP � j �Cbj is O��d���� Since the number of balls in �BP is
O�log���������� it follows that each dumbbell allocates a unit
charge to at most O��d�� log��������� cells in X � Recalling
that the number of dumbbells in D is O�n�� �i� follows�
To prove �ii�� we will show that cell c receives charge from

at least ��j �R�
cj� dumbbells� In light of �i� and the fact that

R�
c � �R�

c� this would clearly imply the desired bound onP
c�X jR�

cj� We �rst identify a set of points �R�
c � �R�

c such

that j �R�
cj 	 ��j �R�

cj� and the distance between any pair of

points in �R�
c is at least ���sc��
� We can obtain the set

�R�
c using the following procedure� We start with �R�

c being
empty and consider the quadtree boxes in Uc one by one� For
each quadtree box u examined� we add any one point of Rc�u

to �R�
c� and eliminate the at most �d quadtree boxes in Uc that

share a common boundary with u from future consideration�
We continue in this manner until all the quadtree boxes are
eliminated� It is clear that this process yields a set �R�

c with
the properties mentioned above� We next show that there
are at least j �R�

cj � � distinct dumbbells that separate pairs

of points in j �R�
cj� and that each of these dumbbells allocates

a unit charge to cell c� Clearly this would imply �ii��
Consider the following process for identifying a set of

dumbbells� At each step� we �nd the dumbbell in D that
separates the closest pair of points among the remaining
points in �R�

c� We then eliminate one of these two points and
continue this process with the remaining points� We stop
when only one point in j �R�

cj remains� Obviously this pro�

cess �nds a set of j �R�
cj � � dumbbells� Noting that� at each

step� each head of the dumbbell identi�ed contains exactly
one point� among the points in �R�

c that have not yet been
eliminated� it is clear that all the dumbbells obtained are
distinct�
It remains to show that each of these j �R�

cj � � dumbbells
allocates a charge to cell c� In fact� we will show that any
dumbbell P that separates two points x� y � �R�

c allocates
a charge to c� Observe �rst that VP must intersect c since
x and y are both the nearest neighbor of some point in
c� Let x� and y� denote the centers of the heads of P � let
z denote the center of the line segment x�y�� and let � 	
jx�y�j� Using the de�nition of well�separatedness and the
triangle inequality� it follows that jxx�j � ���� jyy�j � ����
and �jxyj�� � � � �jxyj��� Since x and y are both contained
in k��bc� it is easy to show that both �� and the distance
between z and any point in c� are less than �k��scd� Also�
since the distance between x and y is at least ���sc��
� it
follows that � � ���sc���� This implies that the radius of

the largest ball in �BP is at least �k��scd� and so there must
be a ball in �BP that overlaps c � VP � Let rb denote the
radius of the smallest ball b � �BP that overlaps c � VP � If
b is the smallest ball in �BP � then its radius rb is �� which
is less than �k��scd� Otherwise� rb cannot exceed twice the
closest distance between z and c�VP � which implies that rb
is less than �k��scd� Recalling that P allocates a charge to
all cells overlapping b�Vp that have size at least rb���k

��d��
it is clear that c receives a charge from P � This completes
the proof�

To complete the construction� we weight each cell of this
AVD with the associated number of representatives� We
then build a weighted BBD tree for these cells� Letting
t 	 �������d������ we apply property �v� of BBD trees to
produce a truncated tree having

O

�
n�

d��
� �

��d���
� log

�

��

�

cells� For each cell in the resulting tree� the number of
representatives is no greater than the sum of its associated
weights� From this we have the following result�

Theorem �� Let S be a set of n points in IRd� and let
� � � � ��� and � � � � ��� be two real parameters� We

can construct an �O��������d������� ���approximate Voronoi
diagram for S that consists of

O

�
n�

d��
� �

��d���
� log

�

��

�

cells� where each cell is the di�erence of two cubes� More�
over� for any query point� we can return its ��NN in time
O�log�n�� � �������d������� Here the constants in the O�
notation are independent of � and ��



5. LOWER BOUNDS
Our lower bound construction is parameterized by the

number of points n� the dimension d� the approximation
factor � and the desired number of representatives per cell
t� Intuitively� to make the number of cells large we must
create a situation in which many cells are small� To make
cells as small as possible� we distribute t� � sites evenly on
a �k� ���dimensional sphere centered at the origin� The set
of points in IRd that are equidistant from these points lie
on a linear subspace J of dimension d � k� Any cells that
has a signi�cant overlap with J has t�� contenders for the
nearest neighbor for each point in the cell� If this cell is
relatively close to the origin we can derive an upper bound
on the size of such a cell� We will see that as k increases this
size bound decreases� However� as k increases� the dimen�
sion of J decreases� and hence the number of overlapping
cells decreases� Thus we face a tradeo�� Our construction
takes the dimension k as a parameter� and then derives the
value of k that produces the best lower bound� We make
bn��t � ��c widely distributed copies of this con�guration
to produce the �nal lower bound�
The main results of this section are provided below� The

aspect ratio of a rectangle is de�ned to be the ratio between
its longest and shortest side lengths�

Theorem �� Consider AVDs in which each cell is an
axis�aligned box of bounded aspect ratio or the di�erence of
two such boxes�

�i� Given t and �� there exists a set of n sites in IRd such
that the number of cells in any �t� ���AVD for this set
is

�

�
�n��

�

��d����c��
p

�c�d���

�
A �

where c 	 � ln t
ln �

and c � d��
�
	

�ii� The ratio between the upper bound provided in Theo�
rem 	 and this lower bound is

O

�
���

�

��
p

�c�d�����c

log �

�
A � O

��
�

�

�d��
�

log �

�
	

Remark� Recalling the observation that the log � factor in
the upper bound can be avoided if � 	 ���� it follows that in
the extreme case t 	 � �c 	 �� the upper and lower bounds
match asymptotically� Also� when � is a constant� the factor
log � can be ignored� and hence it follows that in the other
extreme case t 	 ����d����� �c 	 �d � ����� the upper and
lower bounds match�
The remainder of this section is devoted to proving Theo�

rem �� De�neH to be the linear subspace that is orthogonal
to the diagonal vector whose coordinates are all �� that is�

w 	 �w�� 	 	 	 � wd� � H if

P
i wi 	 �� Let k� � � k � d� ��

be an integer parameter to be �xed later� and let J be some
d � k dimensional linear subspace of H� Let K be the k
dimensional orthogonal linear subspace of J � Let U be the
intersection of a unit sphere with K� The principal proper�
ties of J � K and U are the following�

�i� The angle between any coordinate vector and a nonzero
vector of H is bounded below by a constant �depend�
ing on dimension�� Because J � H� this applies to J
as well�

�ii� Given any set of points on U � every point on J is
equidistant from all of these points�

�iii� A set of points is ��sparse if for each point in the set
its nearest neighbor in the set is at distance at least ��
From standard results it follows that the unit sphere
U has a ��sparse set of cardinality �����k����

Recalling that t is the number of representatives� de�ne �
to be maximum such that there is a ��sparse set on U of size
at least t � �� Let Sk denote this set� By the observation
above � is ����t���k����� Let � 	 ������� We show that no
cell of an AVD of S can contain a large ball centered on J
and close to the origin� Let BJ be the intersection of a ball
of unit radius centered at the origin and J �

Lemma ��� Consider a �t� ���AVD for the set S� whose
cells are the di�erences of axis�aligned rectangles of bounded
aspect ratio� Consider a ball b of radius � centered at some
point of BJ � Then no cell of the AVD can contain b�

To sketch the proof we observe that if such a cell existed�
then by property �ii� every point of S is a nearest neighbor
to some point in the cell� Since S has t � � points� one
point p � S is not a representative for this cell� Consider
the point q on the boundary of the ball that is closest to p�
Because S is ��sparse� and the cell is relatively close to S� it
can be shown that the distance of every other point in S to
q exceeds the length jqpj by �� providing a contradiction�
Let C denote the set of cells of the �t� ���AVD that intersect

BJ � For each c � C� de�ne c� to be the set of points of the
interior of c that are at distance at least � from c�s boundary�
Clearly� if c� intersects BJ � then c contains a ball of radius
� that is centered at a point in BJ � and by the previous
lemma� no such cell can be in the AVD� Otherwise� by the
fact that AVD cells are fat and axis�aligned and by property
�i� above� it follows that the diameter of the intersection of
any cell and BJ is O���� By applying a simple packing
argument to BJ it follows that the number of cells of the
AVD that intersect BJ is at least

�

�
�

�

�d�k
	 �

�
��

�

�d�k
	 �

�
�

t���k����

�d�k
�

for t � ������k������ To complete the construction� we repli�
cate this con�guration of points bn��t� ��c times at a suf�
�ciently large distance from each other� Up to a constant
factor depending on d� the total number of cells is at least
L 	 n

t
�t���k�����k�d�

To simplify this expression� let us express t as �����c for
some constant c� Our constraint on t implies that c � �k �
����� Thus we have the following lower bound�

L 	 n

�
�

�

��d�k���� �c
k�� ��c

	 n

�
�

�

��d����c��k�����c d��
k��

	

Since k is under our control� to get the best lower bound
we maximize the exponent� by setting k � � 	

p
�c�d� ���

It is easy to verify that if c � �d � ���� then this satis�es
our prior constraint on t� As a result we have the following
lower bound� which establishes Theorem ��i��

L 	 n

�
�

�

��d����c��
p

�c�d���

	



From Theorem � it follows that� ignoring constant factors
and the log � term� there exists a �t� ���AVD for our point set

with the following number of cells� U 	 n��d��������d������
To achieve t representatives we set � 	 ��������t����d��� and
set t 	 �����c to get

U 	 n

�
�

�

��d�����c

	

To compare the upper and lower bound� we compute their
ratio

�c� 	
U

L
	

�
�

�

��
p

�c�d�����c

	

To determine the worst�case ratio as a function of t� we
maximize this expression over c yielding c 	 �d� ���� �and

hence t 	 ������d����	�� Note that this satis�es our earlier
requirement that c � �d������ This yields the following up�
per bound on the ratio between the upper and lower bounds�

�c� �
�
�

�

��d�����

	

This establishes Theorem ��ii��
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